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Jon Bell
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Our guest speakers at the last meeting
were Karen Portch, official winner of the
2018 Hal Harpur award, and Ken Lloyd,
official sidekick. Readers with a better
memory than mine may well recall an
article by Bill Thompson that traced the
history of Iris from her origins as an apparently unlikely design choice by Ken’s
The interior was built around
the engine

Angles demanded a custom coupling
father to house a hefty Simplex twin in
the seventies, through Ken’s nearly finishing off construction (and himself!) to
Karen’s ownership and completion last
year. In Ken and Karen’s presentations,
they filled in many more details including
all the solutions they had to come up with to make the donk fit the boat
and the boat fit the purpose. Sticking the
wood together is always the easy bit ....
(but beautifully done).
Many Thanks Karen and Ken for sharing
your stages of the Iris story, and especially
to Karen who travelled from Port Macquarie (yet again) for the occasion.
We get many calls from people who’s circumstances have changed such that a
project has outlived their passion or capac- Lovely bit of wood-sticking ...
ity. They are willing and hoping to pass the
baton on to a suitable recipient, often at zero cost or well below true value,
just to see it go to a good home. Ken was fortunate to find Karen, and
Karen was fortunate to complete a project which she may never have envisaged from ground zero. If you are a Ken or especially a Karen, get in
touch with us and we can hopefully arrange a beneficial outcome next time
such an opportunity arises.
Speaking of which, any interest in finishing off the restoration of an H28?
Call me....
Which is as good a segue to our next meeting as any other, when our
speakers will be anyone and everyone actively working on a wooden boat
project or related artefact. Show us your dream, your progress, your
launch event. Share your problems and/or solutions and maybe discover
the way you could/should have done it! As always, an early look at your
presentation can minimise troubleshooting on the night, so email it to me
if possible – president@wbansw.asn.au.
The raffle was won by Nick Cassim, again. There is (apparently) absolutely
no truth in that other rumour that Nick get twice as many tickets per dollar
as everyone else, but I haven’t been able to work out how else he does it

(unless he buys three times as many in which case he has some very expensive books!). There has been some discussion about the range of prizes on
offer; we are more than happy to get feedback with member suggestions.
Planning for the ANMM CWBF in May 2020 is under way, with the website
portal to register expressions of interest expected to open in a few months
time. Meantime, if anyone is aware of any exemplar classic or wooden
boats that they feel should be specifically included, please encourage the
owner to send contact and boat details to Ross McLean or myself. They
can be floating or hard stand candidates. If a boat has appeared at a previous CWBF, it can be assumed the ANMM knows about it....
Three month’s to the deadline for Hal Harpur nominations and the project
must be finished, not just at an advanced state, so feel free to apply some
pressure. I’m sure the builder will thank you for it, one day.
Less than one month to the Sydney International Boat Show and your
chance to help sell the WBA to the biggest event audience we’re likely to
see. https://signup.com/go/FLGREKS will get you started or call me for
more details.
Until next time, Happy Building (or stripping, sanding, painting, polishing
or even, hopefully, boating!)

Opinions and advice expressed in this publication and the Association’s meetings are those of the individual originator’s only.
Editor and the Association’s Committee do not necessarily endorse views expressed in this publication or at such forums.

The

Copyright may be owned by the original author or the Wooden Boat Association Inc.
Participation in events organized by the Association may involve certain risks which include the possibility of harm or damag e to vessels,
equipment or persons inherently associated with the perils of the sea or weather. Such risks will require the exercise of the prior
judgment of members on behalf of themselves, their guests and invitees whether to commence or continue any particular activit y
irrespective of information supplied by Association officers.
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The New Boat
By Phillip Heaney
For some time, people have been asking me when will I
start building another boat. After building boats for the
last 50 years I tell them Athena was my last, but I have decided to do one more.
This
decision
was in part due
to the article I
wrote
about
Matang,
built
by Mick Nesbit
and owned by
Rob and Fran
Hardy. Matang
is a boat they
have
owned
and loved for
over 30 years
and on which
their
family
learned to appreciate a wellbuilt
timber
boat. The other
reason is I just
wanted to build
another boat,
and Margaret
agreed I needed a project.
Hence
this
article. I hope people will be interested in the building process as she
develops from the drawing board to the finished article.
The new boat will be 32ft long, 12ft beam with a 4ft draft. This motor
boat will be
powered
with a 75 hp
Yanmar
diesel
engine.
We
have used
Yanmar
engines to
power our
other cruisers and I
have found
them
very
reliable over
the years. I
wanted to
try to capture a traditional workboat style,
no frills, just
an
honest
boat
that
The first mould. These will be spaced at 1 metre centres
hopefully
will go to
someone
who loves a good wooden boat. The idea just starts with a free hand
sketch of the profile, then I scale it out to size and set about making a
Based on a series of highly popular articles written for Classic Boat Magazine, this witty
collection recalls some of the incidents the author has survived in over half a century of
messing about in boats.
Most sailors will find something to relate to in these escapades
from around the world and they will bring a wry smile to any
boaters lips. The author’s wonderfully witty cartoons help
bring these anecdotes to life.
All these stories are true so WBA member
Alan Williams writes under a pen name so
that his asrchitectural clients do not think
they are entrusting their work to a seagoing
Mr Bean. Copies are available from Boat
Books in Crows Nest at $24.95 or less on
Amazon. WBA members can get copies from
Alan at meetings for $ 20.

half model. I originally drew her with a transom stern but it didn`t look
right, so I put a cruiser stern on her, similar to the old Seine fishing boats
and that made all the difference. Once the half model was made, I drew
the plans with a table of offsets. I have not bothered with an accommodation drawing yet, but I have a pretty good idea what the layout will be.
Then things started moving quite fast. The loft floor was made and the
half breadths drawn full size. I only have a limited area so I could not
draw the waterlines or buttocks full size or the computer skills to do it on
CAD. Invariably there is some error on the loft floor going from 1-20
scale to full size. These errors are found with a good batten fairing in any
wayward marks as you go. Final fairing is done when the moulds are
erected on the job.
With the moulds made, the stem stern and dead woods are drawn on the
floor (best to use a different colour pens so as not
to be confused with the half breadths I have found
painting the loft floor with low sheen paint works
very well and stays relative clean.). I have used
Blackbutt for the keel, stem and stern post. I would
normally get the keel in one piece, but getting
timber in these sizes is getting increasingly difficult,
so I have decided to build these members from
readily available and sustainable stock which is
140mm x 45mm in lengths up to 4.8 metres. The
keel is made up of nine pieces with 600mm scarfs
all staggered, the timber is all kiln dried and glues
really well. The added advantage of doing it this
way is you get a perfectly straight keel and it’s
immensely strong. To make the keel I built a long
bench with no top, only cross members which
made it easy for the clamping process.
The stem came next, made from three layers of
Blackbutt working the pieces to get the shape,

again all joints were
scarfs and each layer
overlapping the other scarfs. The other
way would have been
to glue the stem
using multiple layers
with thin veneers but
this would have required a lot more
timber and more
waste.
At this stage I have
all the back bone
Making th moulds
made and ready to
assemble, but first I
have to make a
weather proof shelter. If I were to build her traditionally, I would not bother with a shelter
but as I will be building her with a double planked glued method, I need
to keep her dry. I adopted this method a couple of boats ago. The planking will be two layers of 15mm Oregon running fore and aft glued to
laminated ribs which will also be glued The advantages are: an immensely
strong boat, there is no caulking, no movement in the planking, and you
still get a
traditional
look
inside which
I like.
I will be
using
epoxy
glue in the
construction and
epoxy
coating
Gluing the stem, you cant have to many clamps
for
the
timber. In
the past I
would have used red lead paint which has a great track record for preventing rot, but the use of red lead has been banned and the replacement paints I have found to be hopeless, so we have moved onto epoxy
coatings to seal our timber. What really sold me on epoxy coating was a
boat we hauled out of the water some years ago. The owner had restored her and coated her with epoxy, (no fibre glass) and it was thirteen
years since its last slipping. She had weed hanging down to the ground. I
expected her to be eaten out with worm, but after she was cleaned there
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was no worm to be found.
Another advantage with this building method is that you don’t need long
lengths of timber as all the butts are overlapping. The inner layer is joined

The keel looking from aft

The stem with check out at the waterlines to cut the rabbit
onto a rib and the outer one is joined with a simple scarf. The other advantage is, in
the event you
may get worm
into the planking, it will not
pass the glue
line. The same
applies with rot,
but the object is
to stop this in
the first place
with good coverage of all
timber.
Throughout this
project I will
endeavour
to
use sustainable
timber
from
plantations
or
recycled timber,
I still have some
Huon Pine and
Rose Wood set
aside which will
go into the fit
out. I see no
reason why the
building of timber
boats
should discontinue
when
there is access
to quantities of
sustainable
timber and using
modern
methods. It is
The finished stem with a coat of epoxy
the only way we
are going to get
unique
boats
with character and style. The thing that is lacking is the skilled craftsmen
to build them.

The stern stem and stern post fitted on the floor.

The finished keel
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Martindale Upcoming Outings
July 14 - HMAS Martindale 75th Anniversary
In July it will be 75 years since HMAS Martindale left Sydney for New Guinea. Join
us on Sunday 14 July for
lunch then a cruise
around Sydney Harbour.
Meet one of the sailors
who was on board that
day.
Details:
12 noon – 1.30 pm lunch
at the Royal Sydney
Yacht Squadron.
1.30 pm – 3 pm (approx.)
cruise on Sydney Harbour. Leaving from Royal
Sydney Yacht Squadron.
Booking essential for
both lunch and the
cruise. Come for both
lunch and cruise or just
one.
Contact skipper@mvmartindale.com for
more information and to
book.
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THE PAYNESVILLE REPORT
from Chris & Gilli Dicker

Hello faithful readers and those who reluctantly indulge. I promise you that this article will be all about boats, and wooden boats
of course .
Having said that I will give the weather report for today Just stunning, dreamy, a light wind off the sea, blue skies and about 19
degrees.
This morning Gilli and I volunteered ourselves for a working bee
with Landcare so we were planting trees. We are members of
Landcare for our area and find them a great lot of people. As
often happens it is run by one stalwart person and a handful of
faithful volunteers.

Our very own Peter Gossell on the James Craig, Hobart

Westwind is now out of the marina birth and swinging on a
mooring just 5 minutes from where we live. It was such a dream
to put a pair of oars in the car and drive down to the little bay,
throw the mooring off and go for a sail. Well we didn't sail as
part of the stunning day was there was no wind. We leave a
dinghy on the bank.
There are a surprising number of old boats out and about. Many
of them restored lake fishing boats. These are 15 to 18 foot,
usually carvel, very low wooded with a beautiful shear. Quite a
few double enders amongst them. There are plenty of gaffers
here too, big and smaller. Many of the fishing boats were under
sail with a centreboard. There are many people here with the
passion to keep them going and long may they live.
I spent a couple of years living at Tuncurry, on the mid north
coast of NSW. My address was number 1 Tuncurry street, opposite the post office. I was a truck driver and hardly ever home but
I did own and sail an 18 foot bilge keeler on Lake Wallis.
She was moored between a couple of piles just down from
Hopalong boat shed on the Forster side, which was owned by
Peter Maybury. He was a latent deep water sailor but sadly used
every excuse not to go to sea. This was 40 years ago when I was
even sillier. Peter had a fleet of hire boats. They were all putters,
most built of cedar and some 80 years old. Every year he hauled them up
the rails into his boat shed and did whatever needed to be done. They
were inspected by a surveyor. We spent many hours sitting around in that
shed talking about good old boats. If he knew I now owned one of those
good old boats he would nod his head in his quiet way. He was the very
last boatman of his kind on the lake, at least in the hire business. He kept a
lovely old rowing boat in good condition because an elderly lady rented it
off him every year for two weeks.

Ian Smith Calling for water parade of sail, Hobart

All the boats had Blaxlands in them and he could make them talk. No
gearbox, you start them and you were off. 15 or 16 years ago, when Gilli
and I were courting we called into Forster on a trip up north. The
Hopalong boat shed was sold and Peters' beautiful old ladies were still in
service but had the engines removed and an outboard bolted to the transom. A couple of years later the name had changed and all those boats
were replaced with aluminium half cabins. It make more sense, I agree for
the hire business but it was the end of an era.
The chap I drove for folded up, I loaded all my possessions into the little
bilge keeler and sailed her down to Sydney. I had a compass and a chart
and that was all. So began 20 years of a very different life living in Sydney.

a little cruiser at Dover, Tasmania

One week later; we only managed to plant half the allocated trees, we are
talking a thousand, the land care boss had gone away so it fell on someone
else to organize another working bee to plant the rest. It seems there is a
shortage of 'someone else's' so muggins' and his wife end up with the job
I was happy to do it and we had a great team of eight people turn up. My
wife, Gilli works tirelessly and it will do her good to realise she can't be the
boss all the time. One has to be very diplomatic bossing volunteers
around.
Planting trees is a very rewarding thing to do, it is giving something back,
making possible a home for many creatures, not the least, birds and bees.
Scientists even say the plants absorb carbon dioxide and produce oxygen.
Well that's what I have heard anyway. Also that we absorb oxygen and
produce carbon dioxide.
I am not religious as such, spiritual perhaps, Paul Robeson sang a song
called 'Trees' “Poems were made by fools like me but only god can make a
tree.”
Amen
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Our Huon pine is growing, not only in numbers but also in size.. I intend to
take them all down to Tassie and up the Gordon River at the next festival.
Perhaps I will recruit some tree huggers to come along as crew and help me
choose a place to plant them.
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BUY SWAP and SELL

FOR SALE

WBA members may place a non-commercial ad free of
charge if the member’s name and phone no. appear.
Non-members are charged $20 for a text ad (maximum
25 words). $30 with a picture.
Ads will run for two
issues, member’s ads longer if you ask for an extension.
Submissions close on the 21st of each month.
NOTE: Items for free, No Charge. Contact the Editor, see
page 2 for details.

FOR SALE
Classic

Timber

Putt-Putt

26 ft Tasman yacht with inboard BMW diesel
Complete with set of sails etc Timber interior,
some finishing required

FOR SALE

WESTERN RED CEDAR
DAR 200x22x4.9M
127x22x5.3M
Total Price: $328.00
John Wagemans
0415 031 064 or
braeng53@optusnet.com.au

FOR SALE

Boat

Seagoing Kayak for sale. Brand new, never used.

Ken Travers

$8500 9529 9955

FOR SALE

13ft Moulded ply trailer boat with single cylinder
two stroke Stuart Turner engine. recently overhauled (new cylinder liner, rings and gaskets). Still
requires new carburettor. All new polished timber
work installed internally.
Inclusions are: 4 new life jackets, pair of Oregon
oars, sun canopy, new fire extinguisher, electric
bilge pump, navigation lights and electric starter.
Trailer completely overhauled with new LED
lights, wheel hubs, bearings and tyres/wheels.
Price $7,500
Graham DeGabriel 6331 1774 or 0424 822 321

OARS 2 pairs
1. A pair of long oars for sale,
approx. 10' or 3.0m
long
in
good
condition $125 or
offer.
2.
Older made
oars approx 7'6" or
2.3m long with
copper
sheeted
tips. Nicely shaped
and
balanced

Ono.
Peter Smith
476 829

Strip planked red cedar, fibre glassed in and outside’ 2 buoyancy compartments 1 watertight
locker, new adjustable foot stop (not installed)
Includes instruction book, paddle and proper
kayak seat.
$2200 ono design: Auk Designer Nick Schade
John Wagemans 0415 031 064 or
braeng53@optusnet.com.au

$100
0415

WANTED

Oars wanted. Pair of wooden racing sculls (oars)
of the tulip or Macon shape. Approx 9ft in length.
Must be usable or repairable.

FOR SALE

Tasmanian maritime heritage wooden dinghy.
Built as a family fishing boat.
15’8” (4.8 m) clinker built rowing boat, constructed

Nick Lawther 0407 236 999 or
nicklawther2099@gmail.com

FOR SALE Owner Happy to consider
reasonable offers

Plywood Runabout

from King Billy and Huon Pine.
Designed and built in 1969 by renowned Tasmanian boat builder, Reg Fazackerley (1893-1983),
at Sandy Bay, Hobart.
A signature “RF” and a year of construction under
a seat.
Professionally restored and repainted in August
2013 by the Wooden Boat Centre, Franklin, Tasmania – unused since.
Includes a set of restored oars, King trailer, recently refurbished and registered, with an additional new spare wheel and tyre, heavy duty tiedown straps and a new boat cover.
One of three 16-footers built by Reg Fazackerley.
Used initially as a family, recreational fishing boat
until purchased by the Clarence Sea Scout in
Hobart in 1990. Maintained in clean, dry storage
by the Sea Scouts. Featured at the Hobart
Wooden Boat Festival 2013.
Relocated to NSW in 2017 and recently relocated
to Toowoomba, Qld in January 2019.
Little used during its life and in excellent condition with all original timber.
Ready for use or to admire as a prestigious collectable.
Price $8,000 (reduced originally from $13,200)

The boat is a half cabin in good working order. It
is 17ft 6inches (5.33m) in length and 1.95 metres
in width, certified to carry 5 passengers. It is
made of timber and plywood and the bottom has
been fibreglassed over. There is storage under the

seats inside the cabin and all padding is
original. Navigation lights and an electric bilge
pump. The engine is a 75HP Johnson V4 2 Stroke
with magneto ignition. The engine does not have a
generator or an alternator (never been a problem).
Battery only needed to start. 2 anchors and a pair
of Ron Marks Water Skis to go with it. (No Life
Jackets). The trailer has had new wheel bearings
fitted and is in good condition. The boat has always
been garaged. The trailer is registered until
20/8/2019 and the boat is registered until
7/11/2019. Anyone wishing to inspect, I would only
be too happy to accommodate, just call and
arrange a time with me. call me on either 0414 477
662 or 02 9644 8783. The boat is located at Sefton.
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FOR SALE
Classic wooden motor sailer.
AnnieD is 9.45m LOA, 3.2m beam
and 1.0m draught. She was built
by Jack Dempsey at Gladesville and
launched in 1970 as a motor boat
and converted with sails in 1999.
AnnieD is powered by a 1999 40hp
Volvo 3 cylinder diesel. She was
recently slipped and cut back to
bare timber below waterline and
any maintenance done before
antifouling. Annied has been well
looked after, regularly maintained
and ready for a new owner. Price is
$59,000. Terry Reilly 0418 841 604

Seagull Outboard donation
The WBA is delighted to have received a donation of an operational British Seagull
outboard motor with stand and cover from Merrin Maple-Brown with the desire to
see it go to a good home.
Accordingly, the WBA has agreed to offer the outboard motor to members in a silent auction
Bids to be sent to Malcolm Boyd at treasurer@wba.asn.au
or PO Box 884 Gladesville 2111 before 30 June 2019

FOR SALE
1965 British Seagull Century outboard. $450 ono.
Starts easily and works well, but needs repairs to the fuel
line. Original, although a bit shabby. Photos on request.
Also as a freebie, a seized long shaft clutch type Seagull,
mostly complete. Engines located in Northmead.
David Lewis ph 02 9630 6304

— — ON THE HORIZON — —
THIS YEAR 2019
July 9th
September 10th
September 16th
October 18-20

WBA Members update
WBA Meeting, Gladesville Bowling & Sports Club Guest Speaker Don Parker
Committee Meeting
Davistown Putt Putt Regatta & Wooden boat Regatta contact Neil Mulcahy 0407 336 447

NEXT YEAR 2020
February 22nd/23rd
1-3 May
June
November
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Raft-up at Bantry Bay
Classic and Wooden Boat Festival, ANMM Darling Harbour
– HH Winner 2018
AGM & Film Night
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